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Dear St. Andrew’s Family,

This year is all about the revival of SAS culture.
As the weather cools and students dive into
their coursework, St. Andrew’s has begun to
settle into a new sense of normalcy. From sit
down meals to classic town trips, traditions
have begun to return. The energy that formed
on Sunday, September 5, during the annual
Square Dance and Open Mic Night, has
continued to grow over the past month and a
half. Students and faculty are finally able to see
each other without masks, and gain proximity
through smiles, greetings, and conversations.
Gradually, our community builds back itself
back together, forging bonds that make this
school so special.
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While we return to normalcy
stronger than ever, there are many
foundational people and aspects of
St. Andrew’s that define the school.
The focus of this issue has been to
reacquaint ourselves with each other
and the world of which we are a
part. We hope to establish bonds
between ourselves and our wider
community through discussion of
prevalent topics of SAS life. From
Hannah Gilheany’s ’24 Instagram at
SAS to Cy Karlik’s ’24 inquiries
about rat encounters, The Cardinal
sheds light on the seemingly
mundane yet defining and
memorable aspects of our school.
Our community also recognizes the
importance of keeping up with the
world beyond the “St. Andrew’s
Bubble”: Elli Baker ’25 shares a
personal and revealing interview with
the Director-General for
International Security of Ukraine,
Andriy Kasianov. 

Though we have dropped many of
the COVID restrictions, many
students are wondering if we will
ever return to our pre-COVID
school. To this, the senior class has
been discussing that we can never
rewrite history and pretend that the
pandemic did not deeply affect us.

  

We can try to extract the best aspects
of our freshman year memories and
implement our hopes for the future
to craft a new culture. Part of what
makes SAS so special are the
meaningful, thoughtful dialogues we
have with each other that expand
each of our perspectives. The open-
mindedness and intellectual curiosity
of this community makes each of us
better individuals from the classroom
to the sports fields. Most
importantly, we must keep writing
and reflecting on St. Andrew’s as it is
today to preserve and grow for
generations of students to come. 

On behalf of all of the editors and
The Cardinal staff, we would like to
thank Mr. Torrey for his tireless
efforts in supporting us and our
writers throughout the entirety of the
process. His dedication to preserving
a student voice is crucial. We look
forward to many issues to come, and
we hope that you enjoy this first
rendition of The Cardinal 2022-
2023. 

Thank you,
Emily Wei ’23 & Adele Auchincloss
’23



Living at St. Andrew’s, people usually

have to cope with tons of work while

leading a compact social life. Over time,

people tend to skip chapel services and

school obligations to get ahead on work

or simply have a little “me time”.

However, let alone the moral aspect of

skipping obligations, is it really helpful

to take the risk for one to get ahead on

work? Well, let’s hear about some

experiences and takeaways from some

anonymous “dedicated researchers” on

this topic. 

Accounts from the “Researchers”

Empirical Researcher A: 

There was one time I was trying to skip

chapel to work. I went down a couple 

Should You Skip School Obligations?
by Kevin Tu '24
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of minutes early and checked my name

on the sign-in sheet since I couldn’t take

any more marks. Then I went back up

and tried to focus on the work and

found out that I couldn’t because this

feeling of uneasiness was hovering over

my head and it wouldn’t go away.

Thinking about all the rules and the

Honor Code I just signed, I couldn’t

help but go back to the chapel. Now, I

no longer think about skipping chapel

when I cross out my name on the list

because this unsettling feeling would be

with me for hours or even days if I

didn’t go and I wouldn’t be able to

focus anyways.

Empirical Researcher B: 

One of the most vivid memories I have
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of skipping chapel is on a Wednesday

after crew practice. It was a long

practice and I had a bunch of work due

the next day, which is why I decided to

skip chapel. I planned to stay briefly at

the dance studio and then go back to

my dorm room. However, I ended up

staying in the dance studio for one full

hour and did not go back to Founders

till 15 minutes after the chapel ended

because I was in my sports clothes and

was worried that people would find out. 

Empirical Researcher C: 

I only skipped chapel once because I

was just too lazy to go. Honestly, I

don’t think it is a smart idea to skip any

of the obligations because it will mess

up the rhythm of your social life in St.

Andrew’s, plus you will be alone in

your room. Furthermore, you will even

be put on the spot when your friends

didn’t see you in the chapel and come to

you to ask you where you had been.

There is really no point in missing

school obligations. 

Does it really help?

We can tell from all the accounts above

that skipping chapel causes more stress

than relief because one wouldn’t be able

to concentrate due to the fear of getting

caught. One would either have low

efficiency or produce low-quality work

that would hurt your overall academic

performance when one skipping a

mandatory event. School events are

also normally opportunities to

connect with your friends and meet

new people so missing would mean

giving up the chance to socialize.

Plus, it will really hurt the

momentum by disturbing one’s

rhythm of life: skipping one thing

could lead to the unwillingness of

going to the event that follows.

Thus, this thing that hurts your

grades, harms your social life,

destroys your momentum at SAS,

and causes a lot of moral guilt will

cost you six marks, which is three

20-minute nap times in the morning.

Based on a utilitarian perspective,

skipping school obligations like

chapel is one of the most brainless

trades I’ve ever seen.



One night during study hall, I had the

horrible realization that I had not even

begun collecting responses for a Cardinal

article due in two days. With that, I

composed a Google Form and sent an

incredibly embarrassing first all-school

email with the subject line: Rat

Encounters. I expected at best to receive a

few submissions consisting mostly of jokes

and insults from friends (in fact I did and

am apparently a rat myself) but I was

surprised to get over 50 responses in a

matter of two hours. The first alarming

statistic I will share is that around 35

percent of SAS students have had an

encounter with a rat. Although the

definition of rat varies dramatically, I am

extending it to include mice, squirrels,

capybaras, bats, and Katherine Meer’s

deceased hamster Clementine. 

Rat Encounters
by Cy Karlik ’24
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 Many encounters, as expected, occur in a

dorm room setting. Presumably attracted

by the copious amount of snacks, the rats

seem to emerge from either the walls or

the ceiling, finding a way into our stashes.

I had such an experience freshman year,

managing to keep the secret from my

roommates until move-out day.

Unfortunately, a rodent friend is not a

very good houseguest and leaves quite a

mess, which they were happy to note from

a safe distance. Furthermore, many Saints

report sounds of scurrying after lights out.

One traumatized senior wrote in, “I was

in my room with Jack Cross and in the 

 morning we kept hearing something

scurry above us. It would wake us up with

its tiny claws scraping the ceiling tiles

above us. At one point it ran right above

me and dust from the ceiling fell into my

face. Horrifying.” Another Saint reports,

“Freshman year pre-spring break I could

hear the rats/mice scurrying in the walls.”

Adding further, many of these intruders

are named. For example, there is Remi,

Jerry, and an exceedingly lavish rat named

Cartier. Truly alarming material.

 I would be remiss if I did not include a

story from senior editor of The Cardinal

Harry Murphy ’23. He states, “My

sophomore year there was a mice

problem…Basically, I created a trap to

catch one. It involved two plastic bins

with peanut M&Ms separating them. So

imagine a small box inside a bigger box,

propped up by two (opened) packs of

M&Ms. The idea is that the rats see

through the glass and jump in. I went to

bed and woke up and there were three of

them. They were jumping to get out but

they couldn’t jump high enough to get

through the trap. We threw them outside

that afternoon.” 

Living at St. Andrew’s it seems there is

really no way to avoid such an encounter.

Despite the lengths many of us go to

maintain the pristine quality of our living

spaces, these furry friends are

commendably consistent. Perhaps it is

time that we simply give in and allow

them a place amongst our own. Wouldn't

that be the Saintly thing to do?



This summer, many a student read Will

Rob’s book recommendation: “How to

Break Up With Your Phone,” by

Catherine Price. While the book’s

popularity may have related to its short

length, it also tackles issues of social

media and phone reliance, something

felt by many teenagers. Instagram is one

social media app that is extremely

prevalent at St. Andrew’s. The app

allows students to connect with each

other and alums and allows St.

Andrew’s to market itself to parents and

the next generation of Saints. However,

as Price suggests, the app can also have

downsides, and it can pressure students

to compare themselves and to appear a

certain way. 

Instagram at SAS
by Hannah Gilheany ’24
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However, the official account is just one

of the many Instagram accounts related

to St. Andrew’s. Unofficial accounts

span from sports teams and advisories

to accounts such as Cheese of SAS and

SAS Confessions. While students shared

that many of these accounts are fun and

good ways to keep their family

connected to what is going on at school,

some expressed feeling uncomfortable

about some of the “tea” accounts—one

student shared “If some of these things

are true, I don’t know if I truly know-

or trust- the people on this campus.”

Mrs. Torrey revealed the

Communications Office hasn’t yet tried

to limit unofficial accounts. She shares

that they trust the student body, and

many unofficial team and activity

accounts actually draw prospective

students to the school. So what’s the

future for SAS's Instagram presence?

Mrs. Torrey believes that while

communications may try to streamline

accounts in the future, the main goal is

to “go where you guys are” and share

information about SAS in evolving and

fun ways.

Over 90 percent of students surveyed

have an Instagram account, and of those

students, about 94 percent follow some

sort of SAS account, the majority

following both unofficial and official St.

Andrew’s accounts. So what does that

St. Andrew’s Instagram presence look

like? Mrs. Torrey, Director of

Communications, shared that while

many peer schools have an official

social media presence, the @sasdelaware

Instagram account, with almost 4,000

followers, is just one of her many

responsibilities. She says that posts “fall

into my lap” during the school year,

and she tries to accurately represent

what the student body is up to. 

How do SAS students use Instagram,

however? A little over a third of

students post regularly, but over eighty

percent of students admit to looking at

other SAS students’ Instagrams, more

than a third “regularly.” Do students

feel pressured to appear a certain way?

The data is mixed. 
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Many students shared that they don’t feel

as if they need to portray themselves a

certain way on Instagram—sharing either

that they don’t post, or they feel as if they

portray themselves genuinely. Yet, many

students, especially those who post

regularly, do feel pressured to uphold an

image on the app. A common thread was

posting highlights of life—one student

shared “they’re all real moments of my

life, no Photoshop or false info, but they

definitely only show half the story

sometimes,” and another said they feel

“obligated” to show their life in the “most

interesting way.” Some students took an

even stronger view. One student shared

that they have deleted the app because

when they had the app, “The amount of

energy I spent thinking about [having an

interesting page] wound up really pissing

me off.” 

So where do we go from here? It’s

certainly not an easy question to answer.

Even Mr. Robinson shares. “I struggle

with Instagram—it’s fun, but so are a lot

of things that are bad for you. However,

the truth is — and we all know this —

Instagram crushes our souls and distracts

us from investing in real relationships.”

While experts do argue the app's cons, it’s

clear that many SAS students see the

benefits: it allows us to connect with

alumni and friends from home, share our

interests and lives, and follow other

celebrities or people we are interested in.

Possibly the best decision is to weigh the

data, consider how we compare ourselves

to others and find the best balance for

ourselves. 



Handling Stress
by Daisy Wang ’25
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You probably already have or will have

moments when you feel stressed and

overwhelmed, whether because of

academics, sports, social life, or three

altogether. In these moments, would

you want to talk to someone? Or would

you rather spend some time alone?

People might have different approaches

to handling stress, but only you know

what is best for you. The school has

some great resources you might not yet

have discovered that can help alleviate

stress. 

Our beautiful campus is a great gift for

us. Studies have shown outdoors helps

with mental health and anxiety. So

whether it is canyoning, kayaking,

biking, spending time on the front lawn,

reading on the benches, exploring the

woods, or going on a run, make use of

nature! 

But what if it is cold and wet outside?

Create a playlist, rearrange your room,

order some dorm decorations, make hot

chocolate, bake something, and

meditate. These are all great options.

Exercise can be another strategy to cope

with stress. On top of the sports

practices that are built into our

schedule, hitting the weight room or

going on a morning run can be

additional exercises if you have extra

energy. The charm of exercise is that

you can take a pause from your routine

schedule and stop thinking about

whatever is stressing you at the

moment. Pumping endorphins into our

bodies, exercise can be mentally

recharging though probably physically

exhausting. You not only feel

accomplished but also build a stronger

mentality, which in turn would help

with handling stress.
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A lot of people reflected that they wish

they learned about the counselors

earlier, so don’t be afraid to reach out

to them (Ms. Brown, Shelby, and Ms.

Vasallo). Even when you feel like you

have recovered by yourself before

meeting them, you may well discover

something new about yourself during

your conversation with them. 

As the school year goes on, things will

likely get more stressful. Stress is often

inevitable, so you will need to learn to

embrace it and develop healthy coping

mechanisms. Always remember to take

a break when needed, even as short as

five minutes. At the end of the day, ask

yourself: “What have I done today for

myself?”

Last but not least, talking is free

therapy. It can be with parents, friends,

advisors, counselors, or whomever you

feel comfortable opening up to. Family

and friends are usually the people we

are closest to, but advisors and

counselors are also invaluable

connections you can build in this

community. In a boarding school like

SAS, it is always good to know that you

always have a support network behind

you. While your advisor might act like

your second parent away from home,

the counselor can be someone whom

you can fully confide in. 



On February 24, 2022, Russia invaded

Ukraine. This attack was driven by

Putin’s desire to take back Ukraine and

return it to its Russian (Soviet Era)

roots. Putin feared that Ukraine was

moving closer toward the West. He

started this war with the belief that he

could quickly sack Kyiv and promptly

have Ukraine under Russian control.

Although Russia’s military might was

considered far superior to Ukrainian

forces, the many months of fighting a

determined foe have taken a toll on

Russian resources. Putin’s aggression

has unified people across Ukraine.

Soldiers and civilians alike have come

together to fight for their country. The

fight is not limited to men. Mothers,

grandmothers, and even Miss Ukraine

have joined the fight. President

Volodymyr Zelenskyy remained in

Ukraine to fight, even though he is

Russia’s number one target. When the

U.S. offered an evacuation plan to a

safer location, President Zelenskyy

replied, “The fight is here; I need

ammunition, not a ride.” There’s a

quote by Martin Luther King, Jr. that

speaks true to what the world is going

through right now, “Injustice anywhere

is a threat to justice everywhere.” Even

though we are not citizens of Ukraine, it

is time for us to speak up, and it is time

for us to help. 

Ukraine
by Elli Baker ’25
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I had the pleasure of interviewing the

Director-General for International

Security of Ukraine, Andriy Kasianov,

and talking to him about the current

situation in the war. Mr. Kasianov

started serving the Ukrainian

government when he was only fifteen

years old. He is now forty-three and has

served for 28 years. “I’m currently

assigned to the Embassy of Ukraine in

Georgia to develop a strategic

partnership with Georgia to secure the

de-occupation of the sovereign

territories of Ukraine and Georgia

which have been occupied by the

Russian Federation. Secondarily we’re

working to try to integrate our country

into the European Union and NATO,”

says Kasianov as he describes his job. “I

began my military service at the

academy level when I was 15, general

service for my country, international

relations specialist and law school

focused on international law. Since then

I’ve served in various positions

including representing my country at

The Hague and also in Vienna as part

of our diplomatic missions. I joined

Foreign Affairs in 2004. I worked in

Geneva, Switzerland for the Minister of

Foreign Affairs and then in Vienna at

the UN stations for Europe. Now I’m

performing ambassadorial duties in the

embassy in Georgia.” 
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When I asked Andriy about how his

experience in the US Air Force JAG

school shaped his perspective on

international relations and military joint

force agreements he responded, “The

most significant element of my training

with the US Air Force Judge Advocate

Generals was the cultural exchange. It is

so important to understand the nuances

of different cultures. While we are allies

and will work together as countries,

meaningful personal relationships best

assist in achieving cooperation between

nations.”

I asked Mr. Kasianov if he was

surprised by Ukraine’s early success

to repel the Russian attacks, and

very passionately he replied,

“Absolutely not. MORE THAN

90% of Ukrainians BELIEVE that

WE will win THIS WAR, and refuse

to ever live under Russian rule.

WARFARE ON THE ground is

much more unpredictable and the

Russian advantages of air power and

size are substantially compromised

on the streets of our country with a

population of more than 40mm.”   I

asked Andriy if Ukraine would ever

accept living under Russian rule and

he replied, “No. Putin has done

nothing but cause deterioration of

Ukrainians’ perspective on Russia.”

Everyone is dealing with this war

right now. Every age is a part of

this. Even Andriy’s seven-year-old

daughter, Milana came to him and

asked him, “Papa does Putin not

have a mommy and daddy to tell

him he’s being bad?” With 6,221

civilian deaths, it is far past time to

step up. People are scared, and we

need to do everything in our power

to help them. As Ukraine continues

to fight for their freedom, please

keep them in your thoughts. 

Andriy explained that Putin’s actions

over the last couple of decades have

created a strong reversal from Russian

support to national pride in Ukraine.

When asked whether he was shocked or

concerned with the annexation of

Crimea he responded, “Very concerned,

but unfortunately not surprised. These

actions followed a similar pattern that

played out in other territories leading

up to the aggressions in Crimea.” “Did

the activities of Russia and their

loyalists in the eastern regions of

Donetsk and Luhansk, cause Ukrainians

to write off those regions prior to this

attack?” He responded saying, “No.

Russian misinformation might lead you

to believe that these regions are more

loyal to Russia, but the reality is that

these areas of our country are full of

patriots beaming with Ukrainian pride.” 



by Kayden Murrell ’26
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Founded in 1929, St. Andrew’s School

is constantly undergoing changes—

including its most recent one with the

introduction of new students and

faculty. It may feel like everything is

happening all at once, creating a

whirlwind of emotions, especially for

those not accustomed to it yet; we need

to sit back and reflect on how the year

is going so far.

 In a recent check-in questionnaire of

sorts, new students got to take the time

to contemplate the past few weeks and

make comments and offer advice to the

school. Across the board, students have

expressed favorable opinions of St.

Andrew’s academics; freshman Janie

Kim stated, “It's interesting to have a

discussion-based learning system in

almost every class. It's definitely

something that can overwhelm people

but my peers and teachers here make it

easy to be comfortable in every location

of the campus.” Many have thanked

the faculty, particularly for their efforts

in helping new students with their

transition to SAS: “Students and

teachers make it very easy to

understand the schedule and rules.” 

The spirit and geniality of the St.

Andrew’s community are one of the

many highlights of the school’s

reputation, and for some adjusting to it 

wasn’t as hard as it could have been for

others; freshman Richard Zhu puts it

this way, “I don’t think it was that

challenging for me, I might’ve been

more challenging for some people with

different adaptive abilities. I felt as

though I was able to adapt quickly

because I was present in the moment, I

didn’t focus on the past as much, I put

myself in the moment and looked

forward into the future.” His suggestion

of staying in the present and being

focused can be very helpful to new

students, but as he stated it isn’t that

easy. A new sophomore writes, “Getting

used to SAS is honestly a challenge

because it seems like even though some

people are new, they're already close to

someone in the school or have siblings. I

definitely feel like I'm not fully

comfortable here but I'll get there.” It’s

harder for new students without former

connections to find their people here,

that tight-knit group of people you can

call friends and maybe even family. 

The environment truly shapes the

experience and the people you surround

yourself with play a huge role in

determining whether or not you get the

most out of your SAS life. Freshman

Toby Nix emphasizes this point, saying

that in order to have the best experience

in school, you need a good group of

friends. However, for many new

Form Refreshers!
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Despite its flaws, the school has been

taking strides to ensure the well-being of

its students. Senior Sarah Rose

commented, “St. Andrew’s is a lot

about finding your own footing, they

won’t do things for you, you have to get

in your own groove. The teachers here

let you make mistakes so you can learn

from them yourself, rather than having

them taught to you.” Here, we are

permitted to fumble, to make mistakes,

because it is all part of a learning

process, and you can’t learn much by

yourself, no matter how hard you try. 

Hence, Sarah Rose advises, “. . .

seek help before you're desperate for

it. You shouldn’t wait to get help,

it’s okay to need help.” She said that

in any environment self-advocacy is

essential although establishing that

support network requires time and

faith. To quote Sarah Rose, “The

people here can become your family

if you give them the chance to.” I

believe that things don’t happen

overnight but if you take that time

and put in the work you will get the

chance to make true friends and

build your own family.



Being a new kid is never easy. But at St.

Andrew’s, the loving and caring

community makes the transition less

stressful. After interviewing several new

students from both the sophomore and

junior classes, it is evident that even

though navigating life at a boarding

school is unavoidably hard, the

St.Andrew’s experience is unique. “At

the beginning, it’s really scary,” said

Pope Brown ’25. “Moving in and

actually being there is super nerve-

wracking, but after a little bit, you get

used to it.” Many other new

sophomores resonated with her. On a

similar note, Elli Baker ’25 said that

“the people here are so kind and

welcoming—on the first day, the seniors

rushed to get us settled in our rooms

and were so helpful with every aspect of

the move-in procedure.” Seniors have

not only been role models for new

students to follow but have also been

friends that the new students feel they

can turn to. Joye Wingard ’24 said that

“the seniors helped me feel welcomed

and comfortable with life at boarding

school... As a new junior, they gave me

so many tips on how to navigate junior

year, including the challenges along

with it and the great opportunities it

introduces.” According to Joye, she felt

at home after the first couple of weeks.

And many others did, too. 

The New Student Experience at SAS
by Emerson McCarthy ’24
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Before they moved in, many new

students said they felt nervous or

anxious; and in many cases, both. Many

of these feelings lasted through the first

week for most new students yet then

started to dissipate as new friends were

made and classes became more of a

routine. Now, many new students have

found a sense of belonging at St.

Andrew’s. It is largely the kindness and

inclusiveness of the St. Andrew’s

community that has consoled and

heartened them during the daunting

change. Pope and Elli ’25 both

expressed that dorm functions helped

them build ties with their dorm mates.

Whether it be a movie, a game, or

moments of joking around in the

common room, the simple act of

spending time with others helps new

students adjust. The common room is

more than just a space where meetings

and jobs happen, but is rather the home

base for bonding and meaningful

dialogue. 

The culture of “opting in” at St.

Andrew’s is by no means a dull cliché.

Almost every new student showed

appreciation for the family meals, which

were incredibly beneficial for them to

develop connections. Family meals

“helped me make friends with people I

don’t think I would have spoken to

otherwise,” said Joye ’24. So much of 
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 St. Andrew’s is about “opting in” to

the community and your surroundings.

Having conversations with others from

diverse grades and backgrounds at your

table during lunch is a fine example of

this culture. The enthusiasm and all-

embracing spirit that are on display

every day on campus make the school a 

place that students can call home. The

transition to a new school, especially a

boarding school, is difficult, but when

you are surrounded by peers who want

to befriend you and adults who

genuinely care about you, it is a

worthwhile experience after all.

It's Never Too Late
by Gloria Oladejo ’26

During brunch, two weeks before

Nigerian Independence Day, Sarah Rose

asked me what October 1st was, and

this stumped me for a whole minute,

until she emphasized my last name. I

started to reflect on myself and my

current relationship with my identity.

Memories of when I first moved to

America came rushing back. Sitting on

the rainbow rug in the library confused

as my teacher read everyone’s favorite

book, a book I never read in Nigeria. I

turned to ask my friend what the book

was, who replied, “You don’t know this

book?” with shocked eyes. This

episode, along with many other

moments of my early days in America

made me honestly ashamed of my

identity.

Due to this sense of shame, I started to

hide my identity to assimilate into what

I deemed as a “true American lifestyle”.

My preadolescence was characterized by

attempts to distance myself from my

Nigerian heritage. I cringed when my

parents spoke Yoruba in public. I

preferred American food like burgers

and sandwiches over fufu and Jollof.

Even going to a predominantly black

school with a considerable African

population, I never really talked about

my culture mainly because I never

knew what to say. I knew that I was

Nigerian as well as some cuisine and

songs but apart from that, I was

ignorant. To the younger me, my

heritage was just something

unchangeable with which I was born

and nothing more.

After 7 years of growing up in NYC, I

moved to the middle of nowhere

Pennsylvania before the start of the

pandemic. In this environment, I was

the first African many people had met

and one of the few black people they

knew. Hence I encountered a lot of

questions and comments that were

well-intentioned yet not without

prejudices, such as “did you see

elephants outside your house” and “do 
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you have water” questions. Some

questions came from a genuine curiosity

about my background: “What

languages are spoken there?” “What’s

the capital of Nigeria?” Unable to give

clear answers, I started to feel like an

imposter because although I was born in

Nigeria and was raised by Nigerian

parents, I didn’t feel connected to my

roots at all. At the start of the

pandemic, I saw Africans who radiated

with pride for their heritage on social

media. Regret about not being able to

connect with other Nigerians clouded

my mind, but I didn’t know what to do

or where to start. A thought kept

haunting me—-it may be too late. Could

I speak Yoruba fluently enough to pass

it down to my children? Do I have time

to learn traditional recipes before I go to

college? However, I was aware that if I

truly cared about connecting with my

culture, any act towards doing so,

however small it was, would count. So I

started with baby steps. 

I bombarded my parents with one

question after another about their

upbringing and different aspects of

Yoruba culture. Anytime my parents

were home, I made sure to propose

watching a Nollywood movie (even if it

was really bad).  I made an effort to

express my heritage at my school,

making a slideshow about Nigeria and

its history for my classmates. Research

about SARS was also an important

mission of mine after some of my family 

members were affected by the

conflict between Special Anti-

Robbery Squad (SARS) and the

protestors during the #ENDSARS

protests in late 2020. Seeing the

Lekki Toll Gate shooting on social

media and the brave young

Nigerians standing up for their

rights made me feel a sense of pride

but also another feeling. Before then,

I was hardly informed of the police

brutality with which Nigerian

citizens were confronted which

made me guilty but also glad that I

was finally educated at such a

critical time during the movement. 

 Coming to St. Andrew’s has been

enormously beneficial for my self-

exploration thus far. The 6-year-old

me would’ve never thought I would

be standing on a stage, pronouncing

my last name to an audience of non-

Nigerian people. Gratitude isn't even

sufficient to describe how I felt when

I bonded with other African students

at SAS based on our common

experience as either immigrants or

first-generation students in the US.

The knowledge that I can

unapologetically embrace my

identity in the community and

possibly be a leader to future

African SAS students that come after

me is incredibly reassuring. I am

Gloria Iseoluwa Oladejo, and I am

proud to be Nigerian.



As the weather gets cooler, it not only

marks our slow stride into the fall

season but also the sophomores’ almost

abrupt entrance into the “season of

enlightenment” at SAS. And this golden

ticket is the ((Double Bracket

Presentation)) in Mr. Kunen’s History

of Religious Thought class. 

 

((The Wave))
by Celina Bao '24
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Some excitedly shouted, “Woah, I’ve

never thought of this in my entire life.”

Some nodded reminiscently and

mumbled, “this is interesting.” Some

had their eyebrows all wrinkled up,

confusion piled over their faces. One of

the girls even exaggeratedly dropped her

jaw, showing her astonishment. Their

amusing reactions reminded me of my

own response to the ((presentation))

sophomore year. Then I immediately

became curious about my peers’

reactions to this sophisticated

presentation.

In the presentation, Mr. Kunen

questioned the lens that we commonly

use to view reality. Our ego controls

our perception of the world, frames our

identity and separates us from

everything else in the world, causing

prejudice and inequity. According to

him, this makes us stuck in the “single

bracket” [reality]. By realizing that we

are essentially one and abandoning the

ego, we can transcend the “double

bracket” ((reality)). Mr. Kunen

famously called this process the

“Egopillar becoming the Buddafly.''

Although it was difficult to understand,

most students who listened to this hour-

long speech still experienced an

existential shock. Who would have

thought that the way our mind perceives

the world might be faulty? I happened

to pass by the religion classroom when

Mr. Kunen just gave one of his sessions

of the ((presentation)). While Mr.

Kunen collected the paper into his

folder with composure, the sophomores

seemed to have gone through something

else. 

However, as I interviewed people about

their reaction, I realized that despite a

few who actually responded with their

insights into the topic, a few who said

that they forgot, and a few who made

jokes like “I was worried that I have to

write an essay on this”, most of the

people had the same response. 

They. Were. So. Confused. 

Although the ((presentation)) itself left a

strong impression, particularly the term

“double bracket,” they were never able

to grasp the messages conveyed. 

This failed interview attempt prompted

another interesting question for me: if

nobody actually understood the

((presentation)), why is the phrase

“double bracket” still so relevant in our

SAS life? It seems to have become a

(really almost meaningless) catchphrase,

a secret code of the SAS community that

nobody can decipher. 
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As I continued my interviews, I started

to ask people why they still remember

the ((presentation)) and why they think

it is still relevant. One said that

although we don’t understand it, we

understood its profundity. Another said

that it is because (()) is unique to SAS;

thus, it slowly became a sort of

tradition, and talking about it reminds

us that we are Saints and inspires some

extent of pride. Indeed, it will probably

be mission impossible to find another

high school in the United States that

talks about this particular idea within

its entire community. You may have a

thorough religion course, but you will

never have a ((presentation)) like ours. 

The ending of emails he sent out with

his name in (()), and conversations with

him that circle back to this topic, he

leaves so many traces of this idea in our

community. We see his care for it and

eagerness to teach it to us. To quote my

roommate, “How can he speak so

passionately about something with

those complex random words for one

hour? Half of the words I don’t

understand.” Out of love and respect,

the community tries to give back to his

hard work; despite our limited

understanding, we joke about it with

kindness and keep it alive. 

Maybe one day in the future, as we

“joke” on, we will encounter that

((epiphany)).Besides these thoughts, most of the

replies have the same recurring theme:

Mr. Kunen. He is ((the wave)) that

makes us remember this concept. It is

the fact that Mr. Kunen works so hard

to spread the message of double

brackets around the community that

made us remember. 

'Pro'-Stellation or 'Con'-Stellation?
by Caroline Adle '24 and Kayley Rivera ’26

Pell and Moss, the newly updated III

and IV Form Constellation dorms,

opened this fall fitted out with new

Lovesacs, TVs, common rooms,

kitchens, and much, much more. We

asked students their thoughts about the

renovation, and we got some startling

(and hilarious) answers. 

After interviewing our very own Ms.

Visalli and Mr. McKelvey, who

spearheaded the Moss and Pell

renovations, we gained some insight

into the vision behind our beloved Moss

and Pell dorm makeovers. Ms. Visalli

stressed that every detail that went into

the building was to bring Constellation

residents together. 
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Old Moss had three distinct sections:

Annex, Upper, and Lower Moss. Now,

with the Moss addition, Moss is all

connected in a big circle with a beautiful

courtyard in the middle. As previously

mentioned, this design is meant to show

that Mossians are all connected with

one another (and it doesn't hurt that the

courtyard is the perfect spot for dorm

functions!) Yet, when we anonymously

asked Constellation residents, the outcry

against the design was evident. New

Moss feels, “like a hotel,” a current

Moss resident stated, and many others

agree. Another stated “New Moss is like

a maze. It takes forever to get to annex

which makes us all really divided.”

Maybe the circle design, meant to

symbolically connect students,

unintentionally separated them with

distance. All students who participated

in our survey agreed that Pell is a cozy

cottage dorm and Moss is a modern

mansion. Also seriously contributing to

the cottage vibes is Mr. Everhart, the

new Pell dorm parent, who is often

found making cookies. 

Nothing says comfort more than

Plexi-glassing your window shut!

Another student joyfully recalled the

common room TV that would never

turn on, which was perfect for no-

phone weekends. There were several

more hilariously unfortunate

responses, such as drip buckets that

smelled like socks, wall-to-wall

carpeting, and hand dryers that

dried residents' hair after showers.

One more said the hallways were a

delightful meeting place since the

common room was “musty.” 

Previous Moss residents had a lot to say

on the topic of their favorite (more

similar to their least favorite) things

about old Moss. Multiple residents said

that they missed, “The construction

noises..?” So apparently, waking up at 7

A.M. to a bulldozer outside your

window strikes some nostalgia for our

previous Moss residents. 

 The most-liked new aspect of both

new Pell and Moss was the common

room by a long shot. The spaces are

lighter and more welcoming,

especially Pell. A particular favorite

aspect mentioned were the new large

Lovesac Sactionals and bean bag

chairs that furnish the common

rooms to provide lots of seating. The

choice of furniture was interesting

(and comfortable) considering the

steep price. One Lovesac Sactional

runs from six to eight thousand

dollars each, and there are two of

them. Not to mention the massive

fuzzy bean bag chairs that run from

six hundred to two thousand. While

this makes Pell and Moss much

more inviting, it has caused a lot of

jealousy among Founders residents.

A beloved Schmolze senior

mentioned the couches in his dorm

were in rough condition. 
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He was quoted saying; “...we need new

couches. Moss and Pell just got new

Lovesacs, and we're stuck with

these…”, referring to the old red

couches, fit with stylish rips and stains.

The poor condition of the Schmolze

couches is not surprising, considering it

is rumored that the “new” couches on

Hillier are the old Pell Couches. 

 The new couches are not the only

things causing jealousy among the

Founders residents. Many were

displeased with the new air conditioning

and heating system installed in Pell and

Moss. It’s safe to say that the new

renovations have sparked Founders

outcry for updated dorms. Even Moss

and Pell residents seem to be behind

them. When asked if they think

Founders should be renovated at some

point, 71% of respondents said yes.

One Moss resident even added that they

wish Founders residents were allowed

to come and enjoy the space with them.

This may be more difficult than they

expect, considering the overall cost for

Pell and Moss was about six million

dollars. It is also important to take into

account the historical aspect of

Founders. Unsurprisingly, this is

understood among students, as one

resident states “… I appreciate the

preserving of the original style and I

think it is more meaningful to live in the

original building. But they should

definitely get some updated things like a

better air conditioning system and nicer

common rooms.”

 But, certain renovations cannot

happen, according to Mr. McKelvey,

since there is limited space and with the

growing student population, Founders

needs the extra space for dorms. 

 Six million dollars, while a lot, created

a fantastic set of new dorms. However,

some residents may not understand how

much money and effort went into these

dorms. When asked, only 9% of

surveyed Constellation Residents

correctly picked the budget for the

dorms. The new common rooms are

much more inviting, promoting bonding

after covid isolations. Fresh decks and

courtyards, new flooring (that is much

easier to clean), and bright, crisp

lighting make the dorms feel lighter and

airier. It’s about time, considering Pell

and Moss went years without air

conditioning and heating. All of these

new renovations contribute to building

the SAS community from the

Constellations’ side.

It is important to note that 50% of our

responses came from Mossians.

There’s much to say there about dorm

pride!



Interview with a SAGE Employee
by Ashley Mclintosh ’25
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Where are you from?

I was born in Wilmington, Delaware,

but I live in Bear, Delaware. 

How long have you been working for

SAGE at SAS?

I have been working with SAGE since

2008. All of those years were with SAS. 

On a typical day of work, what time do

you wake up? 

On a typical day of work, barring

special circumstances, I wake up at 4:45

am. It’s like clockwork every day. 

How long is your commute to St.

Andrew’s? 

My commute is around 30-35 minutes

and I normally arrive to start a 6 am

shift. In the case that there is a special

event, I arrive at 5:30 am. 

What does meal prep look like? How

long does it take?

Meal prep is divided into prep areas

where different people are responsible

for different sections. I am the

supervisor of cold prep, which is all-

encompassing of the bagels, salad

stations, and morning coffee for both

students and staff. While it may look

straightforward and simple, there are so

many moving parts such as sauces,

condiments, and dressings that have to 

SAGE employees are some of the

hardest-working people in this

community. They work tirelessly to

keep our bodies nourished and even

harder to ensure that the cuisine is

reflective of our various backgrounds.

Being at a boarding school of people

with a variety of different experiences

coming together, the foods that

students are familiar with vary widely.

No one understands that better than

SAGE. Through student input, SAGE

has brought a taste of home to each of

us. It is imperative for us to know the

effort behind the scenes as well as

acknowledge the paramount

relationship between SAS and SAGE.

On Wednesday, October 5th, I had the

honor of interviewing Amy Hollis, a

SAGE employee. This was a thrilling

experience and I am even more excited

about the connection built through the

conversation. Personally, I was

astonished by the many components of

the job. Not only were there a lot of

moving parts, but evidently, they all

require skill and precision. 
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be accounted for. When you think of

the salad bar, you can associate that

with me. I manage any after-school

stations, such as the iced coffee bar,

which on any given day, has to be 

prepped for in the mornings. As

breakfast is being served, I begin lunch

prep for the day and help in any area

that may need my help. I have a very big

family, so I am accustomed to the fast-

paced nature of working for SAGE and

am familiar with having no downtime. I

love working for SAGE at SAS and I

can’t see myself doing anything else. 

What is your signature dish and what

makes it special to you? 

That is a very hard question for me

considering I love to cook everything. I

think the better question would be to

ask what my favorite cuisine to make is

and to that I would say Mediterranean

cuisine. 

What was the craziest kitchen accident

and how were you able to handle/fix it? 

When I was new to SAGE, I was asked

to cut root vegetables to make chips for

commencement. I successfully cut up all

my vegetables and began to fry them. I

was unaware that even after taking

them out of the fryer that they were still

cooking. I ended up burning half my

batch of chips and had to use premade

chips to bulk it up. I remember being

genuinely scared because I was new. On

another occasion, I remember walking 

to the Art Center with a cart of

muffins taller than me. The whole

cart toppled over and I was only

able to salvage half of the muffins. 

When you are having a rough day

at work, what are some things that

make it harder/easier?

I have a really great crew that helps

me through my tough days. I love to

converse with Chef Anna who was

my prep mate before she became the

chef. Whenever we are together

there is always laughter. We are a

dynamic duo. What makes a day

harder for me is when there are

people out and the full team is not

together. I really enjoy it when we

are all together, like a family. 

How do you handle busy schedules?

I have been told that I am a left-

handed, list-making Virgo. I have

great leadership skills and I tend to

assume leadership roles in any given

situation. I like to make a list for

each person and each shift. Everyone

can be organized that way. I don’t

put myself on the list for any

particular thing because I like to be

able to jump around and help where

I can. I always stay prepped ahead

and proactivity helps me to handle

stress and busy schedules. 
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What is the community like for SAGE?

What is the good/ bad of working on

that team?

I work with a great group of people and

I genuinely have nothing bad to say

about them. If one person has a

downfall, the strength of someone else

and the community effort makes up for

that shortcoming. When we are all

together we make a great team. 

In your opinion, what are some things

that SAS students can do to help/

SAGE? What do you wish would start

doing/stop doing? 

One of the main things is the waste of

food and I think it is important for

everyone to be cognizant of the amount

of food that is wasted. We should be

conscious of what that food could have

been used for and realize that it isn’t to

anyone’s benefit if it is wasted. 

Why do you work for SAGE? 

My passion is cooking and I also love to

work with kids to the point I wanted to

be a teacher. By working for SAGE at

SAS, I get to have the best of both

worlds, cooking on a daily basis while

also interacting with students. 

Final thoughts:

I got into kayaking and hadn’t

gotten the opportunity to bring my

kayak to St. Andrew’s until a little

while ago. When out on the water I

thought about not only how lucky

students and faculty are to live at a

place like this, but how blessed I am

to be a part of this community and

to have access to these resources.

This is my home too and I 

was opened up to a new horizon

while thinking about how much

more I could be doing at SAS. It is a

part of me and who I am. Everyone

here is like family and I am so

blessed to work at a place like this

with these people. 

****

Following my conversation with

Amy, I gained so much respect for

the job that SAGE does. I was

previously unaware of the

strenuousness of the responsibility.

My hope is that students can live

vicariously through this window

into the world of SAGE and be

inspired to facilitate connections like

this one. Saints get about about 3

meals a day, 21 meals a week, 84

meals a month, 840 meals a year,

3,360 meals from freshman to senior

year is the minimum from SAGE,

which works so hard to make this

place our home, one meal at a time. 
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“The Owl of Minerva spreads its
wings only with the falling of the
dusk.” - G.W.F. Hegel

You can only understand a
movement once it has ended. Like all
great monopolies of history,
SASodaCo. conquested St. Andrew’s
commerce with a “werewolf
appetite,” only to tumble on its own
feet in a public collapse as ambitious
as the SASodaCo experiment itself.
With SASodaCo’s assets liquidated,
stock pillaged, and name tarnished,
the SASodaCo Empire is now
doomed to the fragility of memory.
SASodaCo’s history follows a cycle
that Polybius himself could not have
predicted: a triumph and tragedy, a
conquest and conquering, or an
enterprise and empire could never
truly capture SASodaCo’s nature as
a vessel of history. This essay rests
on the modest “rise and fall” trope,
for it is the gradual rise and sudden
fall of SASodaCo which reserves the
company as a “violent teacher” to
all firms that are seemingly too big
to fail. Now “the owl of minerva
spreads its wings” as SASodaCo has
been spelled to “the falling of dusk,”
and let's meditate on the lessons of
SASodaCo as a possession of
history.  

The Politics of Management In the
Early Years

In April, 2019, William Wrightson
III (Squid) and Graham Abramo
incorporated the SASodaCo. The
two enterprising freshman later
brought in Ben Butcher (Butch), thus
creating a tripartite management
team destined to conquer the
tastebuds of Fleming and Hillier.
Graham was the social prowess,
Butch was the analytical mind, and
Squid was, in his words, “always a
deal-finder like my father.”
Although it is not true that deal- 

finding is genetic, the enterprise was
quick to find commercial success.
Soon the managers integrated a sales
model and ledger system, and stock
was rolling at a predictable rate as the
company was self-sustaining and
profitable. 
 
A few shifts in management
determined the direction of SASodaCo
for the years of its economic life. In
what old ledgers describe as an
“ideological argument,” Butch and
Squid bought out Graham for $50,
but, in an ambitious stroke, Butch
turned around to sell those shares at a
loss for $40 dollars to Sage Cookerly.
Sage worked as Butch’s right-hand
man. In the Sage-era, Butch
maintained shareholder dominance
over Squid, whose ownership was
reduced to one-third of the company.
Soon Sage was bought out and Butch
demanded to split shares 50-50. 

Other negligible shifts in management
occurred during this time. Austin Daly
briefly maintained one-twelfth of the
company, but Butch and Squid
quickly bought him out. The company
signed signed Alec Finch to a short-
lived sales position, who quickly
proved himself as an incompetent
salesman and was ousted from the
company. Other than Rocco White, 

The Rise and Fall of SASodaCo
by Harry Murphy '23

who was the company mercenary,
Butch and Squid shared consulship
over SASodaCo.

The Golden Years

SASodaCo survived its growing
pains and was rewarded with a
time of relative prosperity and
growth. True of any market
economy, when the sweet bell of
profit rings, patient entrepreneurs
do not wait towards action. Several
competitors emerged in the
Founder’s inferior goods market.
This was to no damage to
SASodaCo’s progress and
reputation, as all competing
enterprises failed. Firms
incorporated by Graham Abramo
and Daniel Kwon, Edmund Cayley
and Mike Liu, and other members
of the Class of 2022 failed to
compete with the brandname and
service of SASodaCo. 
 
Very quickly SASodaCo enjoyed
stable success as the only firm in
the Founder’s food distribution
market. Squid and Butch began
optimizing their methods of
business, and soon SASodaCo was
able to move product with little
effort.
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the two enterprising freshman later

brought in Ben Butcher (Butch), thus

creating a tripartite management team

destined to conquer the tastebuds of

Fleming and Hillier. Graham was the

social prowess, Butch was the analytical

mind, and Squid was, in his words,

“always a deal-finder like my father.”

Although it is not true that deal-finding

is genetic, the enterprise was quick to

find commercial success. Soon the

managers integrated a sales model and

ledger system, and stock was rolling at a

predictable rate as the company was

self-sustaining and profitable. 

 A few shifts in management determined

the direction of SASodaCo for the years

of its economic life. In what old ledgers

describe as an “ideological argument,”

Butch and Squid bought out Graham for

$50, but, in an ambitious stroke, Butch

turned around to sell those shares at a

loss for $40 dollars to Sage Cookerly.

Sage worked as Butch’s right-hand man.

In the Sage-era, Butch maintained

shareholder dominance over Squid,

whose ownership was reduced to one-

third of the company. Soon Sage was

bought out and Butch demanded to split

shares 50-50. 

 

Butch created a spreadsheet model used

for the entire life of the business—a

model which held data on profits,

revenues, debts owed, and products

sold. These information systems allowed

SASodaCo to meet the preferences of

their consumers. 

Soon more Founders residents enjoyed

popular goods—like Doctor Thunder or

Great Value Cola—on dorm. Simple

optimizations allowed Butch and Squid

to operate SASodaCo quietly during the

rigors of junior year.

 

New Times and New Progress

Upon submitting college applications,

Butch and Squid approached their

business with newfound excellence. The

fall of their senior year was arguably the

most successful time for SASodaCo.

Now, the business model changed from

just moving product towards Founders

consumers, but rather an experience—

one where boy’s dorm members enjoyed

arguing over the ridiculous prices they

paid for drinks. Butch and Squid spent

long hours entertaining inquiries from

consumers, which in turn helped the

business. They leaned on experience as a

way to move product. Business models

like “spin the wheel” always send

consumers home spending more than

their utility for a soda, yet boys enjoyed

walking onto Baum and arguing into

debt. 

Resultantly, profits boomed for

SASodaCo in this time period. Nobody

liked SASodaCo as a venure in this time

period. Their prices were unfair and the

products were subpar. If anything, the

service and product care nosedived in

this period. But SASodaCo succeeded as

a cultural image. 
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The idea of arguing about ridiculous

prices for a dented soda can was a

popular hobby for many Founders

residents. 

 

SASodaCo as Culture

Realizing the success of this new model,

the SASodaCo executives decided to

lean into SASodaCo as a cultural image.

Butch and Squid began producing

advertisements and the SASodaCo

instagram page. Advertisements

included student-athletes, reputable

members of the school community, and

SASodaCo employees endorsing the

business. Soon the new SASodaCo

advertisement was actively on the minds

of St. Andrew’s students. Alec Finch,

Mike Lilley, and Will Atkinson, among

others, leaned on their senior status to

convince underformers to purchase

products. This model was immensely

successful, and past revenue data shows

gains upon a new advertisement. 

 

Arrogance and the Enterprise

Historians of business history often

discuss when an enterprise goes too far.

Perhaps a corporation expands too

greatly for their own downfall.

SASodaCo began expanding into

various other industries—including

private equity, asset management, and

dispute settlement. Several new

employees were hired in this timeframe,

but SASodaCo incurred massive losses.

 

Jason Kourpas was hired to move

product and wing the new private equity

division. His performance in the

company was regrettable, and he was

officially fired with a public statement

upon poor returns (see Kourpas

Production Function). 

 

 

 

 

 SASodaCo’s Fall

SASodaCo can credit many factors to its

demise. But, unarguably at the forefront,

was selling beverages during a diversity

and equity conference in the spring of

2022. Regrettably, Butch decided to get

stock from his dorm and sell it during

the conference. To the shock of Squid’s

face, Butch was moving product and

was quickly reprimanded.  In

punishment for this public

miscalculation, Butch formally stepped

down from SASodaCo, and the

company was terminated by school

authorities. As far as meta-narratives of

the “arrogance of the enterprise,” this

was the most arrogant overstep of

SASodaCo. Like Icarus into the Sun,

Butch’s thymotic greed for profit drove

the company into the ground.
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Conclusion

This essay continues that

SASodaCo is, as stated at the

beginning, a possession of

history. Like all great firms of

history, SASodaCo holds great

lessons in the art of

management. Now, to address

the question posed at the

beginning of this essay: now

that SASodaCo is, historically,

complete, can we understand its

purpose and legacy?

SASodaCo’s history shows the

role of arrogance in the

enterprise. When can a

corporation go too far? A

learned manager must take risks

in the face of reasonable costs—

or else, like Squid and Butch,

they will become a lesson of

history.
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